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However the Dutch Government's decision goes in early 
June, neither those opposing deployment of the projected 
forty-eight NATO cruise missiles nor those in favor are likely 
to be satisfied. Defense Minister Job de Ruiter himself em- 
bodies one of the ironies and realities of Holland's stormy 
five-year-long debate over deployment: As a private citizen 
he opposes the missiles, but as a cabinet member of a 
coalition government he may agree to them under certain 
conditions. 

Over the last year de Ruiter has become less convinced 
of the wisdom and necessity of the missiles, while the For- 
eign Affairs Ministry has steadfastly supported deployment. 
Thus the traditional rivalry between the defense establish- 
ment on the one hand and the diplomacy-oriented Foreign 
Affairs Ministry on the other has been reversed. 

Both ministers are members of the ruling Christian Dem- 
ocrats (CDAkthe alliance entered into in 1976 by the Cath- 
olic People's Party and two Protestant groups, now Holland's 
largest party-and their division is but one of several that 
have plagued the govemment since its formation two years 
ago. In addition to the traditional LeWRight division, the party 
is split between CDA cabinet off icials and election-conscious 
backbenchers. Pro and antideployment factions are similarly 
divided over cutbacks in social programs: the same Christian 
Democrats who erected a social welfare edifice jointly with 
the Labor party now watch as those programs are vigorously 
dismantled by their new coalition partner, the conservative 
People's party for Freedom and Democracy (VVD). 

Ideological divisions often overlap with pragmatic ones. 
Many CDA backbenchers oppose the missile deployment 
both on principle and for political reasons. Polls have re- 
peatedly shown that a mere 25 per cent of the Dutch pop- 
ulation favors deployment. The figure rises to 55 per cent 
among W D  voters but to only 37 per cent among those 
who identify with the CDA. Dutch politicians cannot ignore 
such figures. 

The backbone of the peace movement consists of Chris- 
tian social organizations, and the movement's leadership is 

strongly identified with those institutions. A vote squarely 
against the beliefs and concems of Christian grass-root 
organizations would bring into question the role and saliency 
of Christian Democracy itself. Recently the situation has 
become even more delicate as the Council of Churches, 
after years of deliberation, began circulating a letter con- 
demning missile deployment. 

To compound Prime Minister Ruud Lubbers's difficulty in 
holding his party together, the W D  has threatened to leave 
the coalition if the vote is against deployment. Yet neither 
party wishes to break up the partrrship. The Left faction 
in the CDA may be vocal, but it is 8 minority. Most CDA 
members are comfortable with the social cutbacks. And the 
WD has little prospect of finding another partner to form a 
coalition; surely the Labor party is unlikely to dance to the 
pipes of Thatcherism in its Dutch form. 

Several proposals have been put forward that attempted 
to maneuver between a CDA electoral backlash and the 
W D s  determination to approve the NATO plan. In January, 
reducing the number of missiles from forty-eight to thirty. 
two or sixteen seemed a probable alternative, but neither 
NATO nor the critical Dutch voter was impressed. Support 
for deployment did not increase and the reduction issue was 
shelved. 

Now the government is concentrating on formulating a 
purposely vague decision that will not be satisfactory to any 
one party but may placate all. According to sources In the 
peace movement, the cabinet is currently considering a 
proposal that favors deployment but postpones construction 
of the missile base until there is a resumption of US.-Soviet 
disarmament talks. The peace movement regards this as a 
victory because it believes that, as the Dutch saying goes, 
"postponement today means cancellation tomorrow." A less 
encouraging alternative, in the movement's view, would be 
a government resolution to postpone the actual decision 
even as construction of the missile base continues. What- 
ever compromise is found, the govemment has to take into 
consideration NATO priorities, voter objections, and the sur- 
vival of its own cabinet. 

In this balancing act the attitude of de Ruiter is crucial. 
Because he is known to oppose deployment, his approval 
of anything less than a "no" decision will boost the govern- 
ment's chances for parliamentary ratification of its decision. 
Counts and recounts indicate that an absolute parliamentary 

"The only thing that niggles at the back of my mind is 
if God is on our side, why did H e  give them the anaboric steroids?" 
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majority Is short by five votes. Approximately fifteen CDA 
parliamentarians oppose deployment, and convincing them 
to vote with their own party will be easier if the wavering 
minister of defense sides with the prodeployment forces. 

Yet all this may be In vain. On the one hand, too vague 
a formulation will not receive approval by the WD; on the 
other, the peace movement is flourishing and has the bless- 
ing of church organizations. Although religious organizations 
aligned with the peace movement have, under pressure from 
the Council of Churches, abandoned such hard-line strat- 
egies as a proposed human blockade at the missile site and 
other acts of civil disobedience, they will present CDA back- 
benchers with a petition. And to emphasize its opposition 
to deployment, the Federation of Trade Unions-also a 
member of the peace movement-has promised strikes 
throughout May. 

Thus, after a five-year debate that has consumed Dutch 
voters and politicians alike, nothing short of an outright af- 
firmative will hold the center-right coalition together, and 
anything approaching such an affirmative will irrevocably 
splR the leading party itself. If the govemment falls and (as 
unlikely as it appears at present) the Labor party can form 
a new coalition, victory will be with the antinuclear move- 
ment. 

Paulette Kurzer, a native of Holland and a doctoral can- 
didate in the Deperbnent of Political Science at Rutgers 
Univemly, is currently doing research abroad on labor re- 
lations and industrial politics in Belgium, the Netherlands, 
and Sweden under a grant from the Porte Fund. 

EXCURSUS2 

Jim Hershberg on 
PROTECTING ONE'S OWN 

No one who watched the news that night in June, 1979, is 
likely to forget. ABC-TV correspondent Bill Stewart, in Nic- 
aragua to cover the revolt against Somoza, is standing on 
a battered, dusty street in Managua. During a lull in the 
fighting a few hours earlier he had interviewed a group of 
guitar-strumming Nicaraguan National Guardsmen. Now, as 
his camera crew records the scene, he gingerly approaches 
a National Guard checkpoint, arms outstretched, his jour- 
nalist's I.D. prominently displayed. At gunpoint he is ordered 
to his knees, ordered to lie face down. Then casually, almost 
as an afterthought, a guardsman pumps a round into Stew- 
art's head. 

Stewart's murder horrified viewers in the United States 
and contributed to the collapse of American support for the 
Somoza regime. It had an additional effect on two journalists, 
who saw the event as one more manifestation of an ominous 
trend reaching far beyond the borders of Nicaragua. "We 
were concemed by the rising tide of repression against 
joumalists around the world," recalls Michael Massing, then 
an executive editor of the Columbia Journalism Review. 
'Not only the Stewart case, but the jailing of Jacobo Tim- 
erman in Argentina and the many unpublicized cases. Es- 

pecially the unpublicized cases." 
As Massing and writer Laurie Nadel of CBS News re- 

viewed the situation, they were struck by the fact that the 
American press had never summoned its considerable power 
to assist foreign colleagues whose lives and work were 
endangered. Their decision to establish an organization 
dedicated to fighting censorship and the oppression of jour- 
nalists abroad was made a year later. Its impetus was a 
meeting with a leading Paraguayan journalist, Alcibiades 
GonzAlez Delvalle, who, while on a speaking tour in the 
U.S., had received word from Asuncion that a warrant '!ad 
been issued for his arrest. He decided to retum anyway, 
Massing relates, "because he said he did 'not want to let 
the govemment think it can get away with intimidation.' " 
Devalle was arrested upon his return and spent four months 
in prison. 

Massing and Nadel contacted some leading figures in 
the American press to explore the possibility of forming such 
an advocacy organization. Before long Walter Cronkite 
agreed to serve as the group's honorary chairman, and other 
prominent journalists joined the board of directors. The 
Committee to Protect Journalists held its first meeting in 
January, 1981. 

Events since have amply demonstrated the need for a 
nonpartisan group that can mobilize support for the cause 
of press freedom: Of the cases known to the Committee, 
some seventy-seven journalists currently languish in prison 
as a result of their writings; and since 1981 at least seventy- 
five have disappeared or been killed. Scores more have 
been detained for various periods without trial or have been 
fired, expelled, harassed, or threatened. And between 1981 
and 1983 there were, by very conservative count, forty-three 
government closings of newspapers. 

Censorship is the rule in much of Eastern Europe, the 
Middle East, Asia, Africa, and Latin America: press freedom 
survives in less than a third of the world's countries. And 
the trend is up. Right-wing death squads in El Salvador 
recently announced that correspondents who interview 
members of the guerrilla opposition and "distort reality" will 
be killed. In Chile, authorities have imposed sweeping new 
restrictions against coverage of antigovernment protest and 
have decreed that opposition newspapers must submit all 
copy to the censors twenty-four hours in advance of pub- 
lication. In the Ukraine, Valery Marchenko, a joumalist whose 
only offense was to hold independent views, was sentenced 
in March to ten years' imprisonment and five years' internal 
exile for "anti-soviet propaganda and agitation." 

During a typical week in March, for example, the Com- 
mittee investigated and protested the stalking by police of 
a reporter in Turkey, the case of a Liberian journalist im- 
prisoned without being charged and allegedly lashed for 
broadcasting a story on the BBC about the closing of his 
newspaper, and the detention of a reporter in Namibia on 
the charge of carrying banned documents that police had 
confiscated ten months earlier. 

Often the persecuted journalist's only recourse is to ap- 
peal to public opinion in countries where press freedom is 
still considered a fundamental right rather than a subversive 
doctrine or expedient maneuver. In responding to such ap- 
peals, the Committee-a nonprofit organization supported 
by private, corporate, and foundation funds-relies heavily 
on the prestige and influence of its board of twenty-five 
American journalists. A staff of three and several parttime 
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